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4Mission
• NASA’s Mission
To understand our home planet
To explore the Universe & search for life
To inspire the next generation of explorers
• Dryden’s Mission
To fly what others can only imagine
5Gravity Assist & Aero Gravity
Assist
• The Past: Gravity Assist
- the idea
- Grand Tour of the Planets: Pioneer 10/11 &
Voyager 1/2
• The Future: Aero Gravity Assist
- large v small planets for gravity assist
- AGA trajectories
- launch opportunities
- planetary waverider performance
6Gravity Assist - The Idea
• Planet-centric speed doesn’t change, only direction
• Heliocentric radial speed does change, boost to a higher orbit
7Pioneer 10/11 & Voyager 1/2
• Pioneer 10/11
- Pioneer 10 to Jupiter
   launched 02 Mar 72
   Jupiter 03 Dec 73
- Pioneer 11 to Jupiter & Saturn
   launched 05 Apr 73
   Jupiter 02 Dec 74
   Saturn 01 Sep 79 • Voyager 1/2
- Voyager 1 to Jupiter & Saturn
   launched 05 Sep 77
   Jupiter 05 Mar 79
   Saturn 12 Nov 80
- Voyager 2 to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus & Neptune
   launched 20 Aug 77
   Jupiter 09 Jul 79
   Saturn 25 Aug 81









TYPICAL PLANETARY GRAVITY-ASSIST TRAJECTORIES
• USING SMALL TERRESTRIAL PLANETS  
SMALL G, SMALL BENDING ANGLES, SMALL ∆V
LOW LAUNCH ENERGY (C3 = 10 - 30 km2/sec2)
LOW INTERPLANETARY VELOCITIES ( <10 km/sec)
LONG DURATION : MULTIPLE FLYBYS TO GET REASONABLE VELOCITIES
• USING LARGE OUTER PLANETS 
LARGE G , LARGE BENDING ANGLES,  LARGE  ∆V
HIGH LAUNCH ENERGY (C3 = 80 - 120 km2/sec2)
LONG DURATION TO THE CLOSEST PLANET (e.g. JUPITER)
RADIATION DANGER IN THE MAGNETOSPHERES OF GAS GIANTS
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AERO-GRAVITY ASSIST (AGA) TRAJECTORIES
• WAVERIDER APPLICATION
AEROASSIST VEHICLE WITH HIGH LIFT/DRAG AT HIGH MACH NUMBERS
MINIMUM DRAG LOSS DURING THE ATMOSPHERIC PASS
LARGE AERODYNAMIC CONTROL AUTHORITY FOR PRECISE NAVIGATION
• TERRESTRIAL PLANETS FOR AGA MANEUVERS
USING ATMOSPHERE TO INCREASE BENDING ANGLE AND ∆V
SMALL LAUNCH ENERGY (C3 ~ 10 - 30 km2/sec2)
AGA RESULTS IN HIGH INTERPLANETARY VELOCITIES (>> 10 km/sec)





















































a. DECREASE VELOCITY ( e.g. SOLAR PROBE)



















































































VENUS AEROGRAVITY ASSIST :
MARS AEROGRAVITY ASSIST :
SATURN:
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Terrestrial Planets Trajectories and OP Launch opportunities from 2005 to 2020
= Viable Opportunity to the Outer Planet Shown Below Box
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A     B     C     D
3       2       4       9
(Planet No., PN) (L/D at PN)
(Four selected values for Launch V ∞ )
(Letters on plot for each Launch V ∞ )
Time of Flight for Pluto opportunities 2006 to 2020
                         (using Venus and Mars AGA maneuvers)
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Planetary Waverider Performance Comparison*
* From Lewis & McRonald, AIAA #91-0053, 1/7/91
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Aerothermal Performance Constraint (APC) Regimes*
AFE
* From Kolodziez, et al, NASA ARC
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SOME WAVERIDER AGA ISSUES
• ACTUAL L/D PERFORMANCE
• HEATING
• NAVIGATION ERRORS
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